UL Solutions services help simplify entry into this dynamic market — now including emergency lighting equipment and systems for the UAE

Manufacturers of lighting products can benefit from our depth of experience to help customers reach international market goals. UL Solutions offers testing and certification services for lighting products at laboratories around the world, staffed by seasoned lighting experts.

Customers can choose any combination of UL Solutions services to suit their needs for evaluation, testing and certification or request a custom solution for a specific requirement. We help manufacturers save time by guiding them through requirements for safety, performance and registration needs while evaluating products. After successful completion of testing and evaluation, UL Solutions can deliver appropriate certifications, marks and approvals.

**Saudi Standards Quality and Metrology Organization (SASO)**
- With SASO-approved laboratories, UL Solutions can provide full services to comply with the SASO Energy Efficiency License and Labeling requirements needed for an IECEE CB certificate.
- We can help customers understand the IEC standard requirements and CB Scheme evaluation process with national deviations and energy labels (SASO 2902:2018 – Lighting) and special requirements for categories like streetlight luminaires (SASO 2927:2019 – Part Three: Street Lighting).
- As a SASO-approved certification body, we issue Certificates of Conformity (CoC) required in order to clear Saudi customs. CoC cannot be issued until energy labels and CB certificates are obtained. Combined with our local laboratory support and global access, we offer full support to Middle East customers.

**United Arab Emirates (UAE) accreditation**
- To earn the Emirates Quality Mark (EQM), an IEC CB certificate for electrical safety must be issued within the last three years by an approved third party like UL Solutions.
- Hazardous substances must have test reports from a third-party laboratory accredited to ISO/IEC 17025.
Emergency lighting solutions

UL Solutions provides global reach with local engineering support for emergency lighting products.

Dubai Civil Defense (DCD)

- The UL Solutions in Carugate, Italy, is authorized for testing and certification by DCD for emergency lighting luminaires under IEC EN 60598-2-22; central battery emergency lighting systems under EN 50171; and automatic test systems for emergency lighting and power equipment under IEC EN 62034.

With this added service, UL Solutions can offer manufacturers of emergency lighting products and solutions greater market access.

Why UL Solutions?

Our Global Market Access team can provide the technical expertise to help with regulatory compliance needs.

- Ease of entry — Reduce time and cost by integrating with other global testing and certification requirements under UL Solutions comprehensive services.
- Trusted partnership — Enjoy seamless support from experienced engineers and technical experts both locally and in target markets.
- Confidence and acceptance — Gain recognition through our global, trusted testing services.
- Speed to market — Choose from strategic compliance paths and consolidated testing services that help position manufacturers for success.

For detailed information on country compliance and to explore markets and Marks, please visit our interactive digital map tool at www.ul-certification.com, or contact your local team to discuss your project and get a quote today.

Middle East: UL.MEA@UL.com
Europe: AppliancesLighting.EU@UL.com
The Americas: LightingInfo@UL.com
Greater China: GC.LightingSales@UL.com
Australia/New Zealand: CustomerService.ANZ@UL.com
Association of Southeast Asian Nations: UL.ASEAN.AHLSales@UL.com
Japan: ULJ.AHL@ul.com
South Korea: Sales.KR@UL.com
South Asia: Sales.IN@UL.com